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Chapter One

Thwump, Thwump, Thwump.
The rotor blades of the Black Hawk were the backdrop over the wind whistling through the
chopper. Steady like a heartbeat in the night, the noise sliced through the darkness surrounding the Mad
Dogs. Their only illumination came from the instrument panel in the cockpit. The Unit ignored that dim
light and focused their attention on the dark ground that sped by below.
“Fifteen minutes to drop,” the pilot’s voice broke through the silence.
“Insertion point clear of hostiles,” another voice informed the Unit through their earpieces.
“Copy that, Liberty,” O’Tool acknowledged their surveillance plane’s recon member.
Fifteen minutes until my first Delta mission, Brian thought with a tinge of nervous excitement.
Mad Dog mission, Markus corrected across their mental link.
Markus’s voice in his head reminded Brian to employ his mental shields. Like closing the door to a
bunker, he closed off his thoughts from Markus. It was still an exercise he had to consciously deploy.
However, Markus assured him that eventually those shields would always remain in place and he would
have to consciously lower them to communicate across the link for others to hear him. That day couldn’t
come soon enough. He could only mentally speak with Markus, but that would change, at least when he
was in wolf form, once he claimed the others and they claimed him.
Brian was no longer disgusted by the idea of the sex he would need to engage in with the
remaining Mad Dogs in order for the claiming to take place. He wasn’t as opposed to the thought, as he
had been just a few days ago, but he wasn’t in any hurry to complete the acts either.
And to think forty-eight hours ago the thought of having sex with men repulsed me. From straight
to gay, just like that.
Brian purposely pushed any thoughts of his former straight status away. He had no desire to feel
the intense revulsion, again, that accompanied thoughts of sex with women. Markus had not lied about the
desire for women disappearing, even if he did not mention how physically ill the thoughts would make
him.
Forty-eight hours was not nearly long to adjust to the life changes that had been forced upon him.
In fact, according to Markus, his initiation into the Mad Dogs had been severely cut short. Usually, the
Unit was allotted two weeks in the state forest for a turning. Markus explained how that gave the new Mad
Dog time for the claiming and to adjust; time to learn how to work with the Unit and get used to their new
abilities.
Brian only hoped that he wouldn’t hamper the Unit due to his training being cut short. It was bad
enough that he had been fast tracked through the Operator Training Course for Delta, but now it seemed
he was being fast tracked as a Mad Dog as well. Markus assured him he wouldn’t hinder the team when
he taught Brian how to access the sniper’s Mad Dog memories. Not that Brian had much time to explore
that ‘database’, as Markus called it, before they were briefed on their mission.
Upon returning to Fort Bragg, they reported immediately to McCormick. ‘Coredick’ to the Mad
Dogs. Brian had yet to learn how their CO earned the nickname. He was sure it was in the Mad Dogs’
memories somewhere and made a mental note to check after the mission because right now he had more
important things on his mind, like the mission brief. It was like hundreds he had already been through
before as a Ranger. Almost.

“Four civilians have gone missing in the Riphean Mountains,” McCormick stated as he leaned
over a table sized map of the area. “We believe they were captured and need to be retrieved unless they
are compromised.”
Brian watched the rest of the Mad Dogs and tried to understand what was actually being said while
he looked at the map under McCormick’s hand. The Swiss Alps. Snow mission then, this would be a first.
“The civilians are geological scientists and we believe they accidentally stumbled into Arimaspi
territory.”
Arimaspi? Brian had never heard of the group before.
Markus sent him the image of large, muscular, one eyed men and Brian could not keep his jaw
from dropping and the feeling of shock that such beings really existed, from filtering across their link.
“Usually, the Arimaspi remain secluded, but there is speculation that they have joined the
Organization,” McCormick frowned.
Brian felt like he was listening to a foreign language even though McCormick was speaking
English. He watched his other teammates and none of them looked happy about that bit of information.
What is the Organization? Brian asked Markus through their telepathic link.
The Al Qaeda of the supernatural world, but their targets are usually other supernaturals. Markus
sent him several images of Organization activities. Flashes of total annihilation of supernatural and some
human villages, and training of supernatural terrorist groups filtered through his mind. The worst images
were those of turning unwilling, resisting, humans into various monstrosities.
“You will be inserted here,” McCormick indicated the location on the map with a jab of his finger.
“The last known Arimaspi village should be here. But since they are nomadic, they could be anywhere
within their known territory. They have also been known to utilize the underground cavern system for
both travel and homesteads. Satellite images have not located them, but that’s not very surprising
considering their history of blending into their environment.”
Brian felt, more than heard, Markus groan next to him. A feeling he could not describe came
through the link he shared with Markus. It wasn’t fear, exactly, but more like dread at the thought of
having to go underground. Brian could almost relate. As a sniper, he preferred wide open spaces and he
was sure Markus felt the same.
“Your extraction point is here, code name Sleet,” McCormick pointed to the map again. “You have
six days to accomplish the objective.”
Brian’s noticed that McCormick did not specify rescue or termination of the scientists. It caused
him wonder about his CO’s ‘compromised’ comment.
“Your secondary extraction point, Blizzard, is here.” McCormick’s hand moved over the map. If
you do not make it to Blizzard seventy-two hours after your missed extraction at Sleet, you will be on
your own to make it to the embassy. Liberty, code named Snowbird, will track your progress through
these points,” McCormick indicated the three points on the map between their insertion point and the
mission objective. They were labeled Snowflake, Flurry, and Snowball. Their objective was called
Avalanche and Brian couldn’t help but wonder who the hell came up with these names.
“Questions?” McCormick looked at each of the Mad Dogs who stood around the map.
“Other hostiles in the area?” O’Tool inquired.
“Expect any of the Organization’s regular operatives,” McCormick informed them and seemed just
as unhappy about the intel as the rest of the Unit. “Wheels up in thirty.”
The dismissal of the Mad Dogs was clear, and Brian followed his new Unit out of the command
center. There was a controlled flurry of activity in the thirty minutes allotted the Mad Dogs before
departure. The first stop was the armory where they were issued their cold weather gear and weapons. M4
rifles for everyone except Markus and Brian who were issued the standard M24 sniper rifle. Just holding
the weapon helped relax Brian and settled any pre-mission nerves that were making his stomach flutter.
The Unit barely had time to equip before boarding the C-17 that was to fly them overseas to the
FOB. Brian had never heard of the Swiss base Ulrichen that was to be their Forward Operating Base. Hell,

he wasn’t even aware the US operated in Switzerland. He had always assumed that Switzerland, like the
common joke, was neutral.
It was a six hour flight which allowed the Mad Dogs to prepare and rest before they reached the
DZ. Brian was grateful for the chance to catch some shut eye before they reached the drop zone, even if he
did notice the other Mad Dogs did not appear nearly as tired as he felt.
“Rest up,” Oh ordered the team and Brian did not resist when Markus bunked down next to him on
the cargo plane’s floor.
Even though he did not feel physically ill anymore without Markus near, the man’s closeness still
seemed to relax him. Endless questions plagued his thoughts, but he was too tired to seek out the answers
at the moment. With Markus’s arm thrown almost protectively across his hip, Markus taught him a few
things about being a Mad Dog before the steady hum of the C-17 vibrating through the hull, lulled him to
sleep.
All too soon, Brian was awakened and being ordered to gear up. Markus handed him his M24 and
Brian nodded his thanks to the man for camouflaging the weapon for their snowy mission. His mind
shifted into ‘mission mode’ with ease and he knew the sense of duty he felt to reach the mission objective
was not solely his own. With almost no conscious thought, he could determine which feelings were his
own from those of Markus’s through their link. Either it was sleep or just time passing in general that
seemed to help him gain some control over his feelings and what he could perceive from Markus. Still,
they were in accord in their sense of duty to accomplish the mission.
Brian could feel the other Mad Dogs felt the same, even though he couldn’t touch their minds like
he could with Markus. Perhaps the knowing came through Markus’s link with the others, or maybe it was
just the feeling that accompanied brothers in arms before a mission. Regardless, the feeling helped Brian
stay relaxed. He knew the men surrounding him, as they made their way to the awaiting Black Hawk,
would give their lives for him, as he would for them.
Brian only took a moment to scan the area around the FOB before running with the others to board
the Hawk. Ulrichen looked deserted, like it had not been used since the Cold War.
“Five minutes to drop,” the pilot of the Hawk informed them through their earpieces and snapped
Brian out of his memory of the last twelve hours.
Brian pushed aside all thoughts since reporting to McCormick at Fort Bragg, being placed with the
Mad Dogs, and the events of the last week from his mind. He saw no benefit to being able to shift, turn
into a wolf, where this mission was concerned, so he was determined to rely on his training. Brian knew
he still had a lot more to learn about his new unit from the few scraps Markus taught him about being a
Mad Dog, but now was not the time to dwell on what he didn’t know.
Brian observed the swirling snow caused by the down draft of the Black Hawk’s rotors as the
chopper hovered above a clearing in the trees. Two thick black ropes were tossed from the Hawk and less
than a minute later, all six Mad Dogs had fast roped down to the ground. Doc’s feet had barely touched
the snow before the Black Hawk sped away with no signs of the ropes dangling from its belly.
Visibility was good even though the sun was obscured by the pale grey of clouds. The weather for
their mission did not include snow, but Brian wasn’t sure if it would hold true based on the look of the
clouds above them. The bite of the cold wind was next to nothing, thanks to their hooded fatigues, ski
masks, goggles, and gloves, and not as loud as Brian had expected it to be.
The Mad Dogs made for the closest tree cover while scanning the area. Brian and Markus, both,
brought up their sniper rifles to survey the distance for movement through the trees that would indicate the
team’s insertion was witnessed. All was still around their section of winter wonderland. Oh, El, and Doc
also raised their M4’s as the group surrounded H while he quickly assembled his equipment and
established communications.
“Frosty to Snowbird, copy?” H’s quiet voice could barely be heard over the blowing of the quiet
wind.
“Snowbird, copy,” the Liberty plane replied.

“Frosty clear ‘til Snowflake.” H informed the Liberty that they would remain silent until their first
checkpoint. It was SOP, Standard Operating Procedure, for a Black Op to maintain radio silence unless
necessary.
“Copy Frosty, Snowbird out.”
H stored their com equipment before cradling his own M4 in his gloved hands. Oh was plotting
their course when Markus’s voice broke through the Mad Dogs mutual silence.
“Movement, four o’clock.”
Brian swung his rifle in the direction Markus was looking and peered through his scope. A slight
adjustment brought the movement Markus had spotted into focus and he breathed through the sudden
spike of adrenaline that flooded his system. As he watched the low hanging boughs of pine across the
clearing rustle more than the wind could account for, the dead calm of his ‘sniper zone’ settled over him.
Snow fell sporadically off the low hanging branches, making the green of the pine needles stand
out in stark contrast to the white of the snow around them. Seconds turned into minutes as both men
tracked the movement.
Is that a... Brian couldn’t believe his eyes when the culprit of the movement revealed itself.
“Jackalope,” Markus’s voice cut off the rest of Brian’s mental question. Markus lowered his rifle
and Brian was sure the man was grinning, behind the cover of his white ski mask, by the tone of his voice.
Brian continued to stare at the rabbit that was the size of a large dog and had deer antlers. Finally,
he lowered his own rifle and glanced at Markus.
And I thought they were all photoshopped, Brian thought as he glanced back at the Jackalope that
seemed to be staring at them.
A collective sigh from the Mad Dogs reached Brian ears and he dismissed the rabbit. As he turned
back to Markus, he could feel the man’s amusement through their link.
“Nothing to fear from Buggs,” Markus chuckled and slapped Brian on the shoulder.
“Alright,” Oh began as he hefted his pack onto back. “That ridge is Snowflake and the Arimaspi
territory boundary. Let’s be there before dark.”
Brian looked toward the ridgeline Oh had indicated and judged the distance. Twenty or thirty
clicks easily, but in the snow it would likely feel like fifty. It was an ambitious goal, but not totally
unachievable.
The Mad Dogs moved out. The Unit stayed within the tree line for maximum cover and speed over
the compacted snow. They only paused to survey clearings for movement before quickly crossing back
into the shelter of the trees again. The team moved at a steady pace as silently as the snow covered terrain
would allow.
Brian lost track of the clicks they covered as his gaze surveyed the surrounding forest. More often
than not though, it settled on the center of Markus’s snow shoes that were attached to the man’s backpack.
He was in his ‘mission zone’, too focused on his objective to reach the designated ridge, too alert of his
surroundings for his mind to be sidetracked by the abundant questions he had for, and should be asking,
the Mad Dogs.
The strain on his body, pain that started as a twinge in his legs before becoming a slow steady
burn, barely registered in his mind. It wasn’t the first time he had to hump miles to reach an objective even
if he was used to sand instead of snow. Both enviros were similar when it came to trudging through them,
but Brian did not spare any thought to the comparison.
“B,” Doc’s voice sounded distant to Brian as he felt the man’s hand on his shoulder above his own
snow shoe covered pack. After Brian lifted his chin in a nod to indicate he heard the medic, the man
continued.
“You need to rest?”
At first Brian was insulted by the insinuation that he couldn’t hold his own with the Unit so he
shook his head negative. The team traveled for another fifteen minutes before Brian realized that Markus
had stopped in front of him. Not only stopped, but stopped several meters ahead of him.

When had he pulled so far ahead? Brian wondered and knew he would have noticed if he hadn’t
had tunnel vision on the man’s snow shoes.
By the time Brian, now with Doc and El directly behind him, reached Oh, their team leader, H, and
Markus had spread out and crouched down onto the ground. Brian could not be upset with the medic since
he had lagged behind the others without realizing. He also knew that Doc must have mentally said
something to his bondmate H, who in turn must had relayed Doc’s concern to Oh.
The marching order of the Mad Dogs suddenly made sense. Oh and H were leading them and
bonded with Doc and El who brought up the rear. Oh was their lead and with El covering their six, he
would know with a thought if there was trouble behind them. Markus placed in front of him made sense
too, since their bond relaxed him. Doc, the largest of the Mad Dogs, directly behind him could keep an
eye on him since he was newly turned and could relay any problems to his bondmate H, who in turn,
could make Oh aware of any situation.
No. Brian couldn’t be upset with the medic as he felt Markus’s concern caress his mind. He wasn’t
sure if the feeling was from the man himself or if Markus was ‘leaking’ feelings from the rest of the team
as he had done a few times before. Brian thought it was probably both and the camaraderie void he had
felt upon meeting his new unit was suddenly filled.
“Fifteen minutes,” Oh told the team as he drank from his canteen.
Brian sank to the snow covered ground. His body numb to the cold. He was thankful that the
insulation of his snow digital fatigues would prevent any of the icy water from chilling him further.
“We don’t need to stop on my account,” Brian’s pride forced him to say.
“Rest B,” Markus told him and once more the feeling of concern washed over him through their
link.
I’m fine, Brian sent to Markus.
I know, but you won’t be worth a shit at Snowflake if you don’t take a break now, Markus stated
firmly. You’re stronger, but until you are a full Mad Dog and have the added strength of the team, you
won’t be as strong as the rest of us. No one doubts you. It is just a fact. Normally, this wouldn’t be an
issue, but we were deployed before you were ready. Not your fault, B.
Brian had no reply for his mate. He kept the shield that protected his thoughts and feelings from
Markus, firmly in place as he tried not to think about the wolf bites and sex that had allowed him to
become a Mad Dog in the first place. The sex, gay sex, he would have to have with the rest of the team in
order to fully become a Mad Dog. Brian replaced his canteen in the clip on his hip. Cold makes a soldier
just as thirsty as heat, he thought, when Oh spoke.
“Mad Dogs move out.”
Brian stood and fell in line behind Markus, his gaze settling back on the snow shoes in front of him
as the Mad Dogs moved toward Snowflake.

